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WHERE WILL YOU WANDER?
When you’re ready to go, look to a Virtuoso travel advisor for inspiration
and practical advice on navigating travel’s landscape now.
For close-to-home getaways or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your
resource for the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable holiday.
Their expertise and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best travel brands, perks,
and experiences mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO.
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Mediterranean’s Iconic Shores

Baltic Jewels & the Midnight Sun

Witness wonders from East to West

The ultimate Scandinavian experience

From the sunny shores of Spain to Istanbul and its ancient
secrets, experience all the Mediterranean has to offer
on this epic journey. Overnights in Barcelona, Florence/
Pisa, Venice, Athens and Istanbul allow for rich cultural
immersion.

Explore hidden gems, magnificent fjords, legendary cities
and the historic shores for which Norway and The Baltic
region are renowned and to which people return year
after year. You will also enjoy overnight stays in Stockholm,
St. Petersburg, Bergen, and London.

29 DAYS | 23 GUIDED TOURS | 8 COUNTRIES

29 DAYS | 19 GUIDED TOURS | 10 COUNTRIES

From

$20,695pp

in Deluxe Veranda

From

$18,695pp

in Veranda stateroom

Prices are per person, in Australian dollars, based on double occupancy, subject to availability and correct at time of printing. Price includes all advertised discounts and offers are

As we look towards a new future of international travel, we are all dreaming
of longer, more captivating travel experiences so we can make the most of
our future travels and uncover more of our chosen destinations near and far.
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Grand Pacific Explorer

From the Arctic to Antarctica

Embark on an epic Pacific itinerary

Sail to opposite ends of the Earth

Bridge oceans and continents on our most epic Pacific
itinerary yet. Overnight stays in 13 ports help you immerse
yourself in a fascinating array of cultures and let you
embrace endless opportunities to get to know locals from
East to West. It is an enriching journey unlike any other.

Traverse the globe from the far north to the extreme south
on this ultimate journey. Start in Norway’s northernmost
town and sail past rugged peaks and quaint fishing villages,
before venturing to icy Antarctica, home to sprawling
penguin colonies and breathtaking glacial landscapes.

93 DAYS | 48 GUIDED TOURS | 13 COUNTRIES

44 DAYS | 9 COUNTRIES

From

$53,395pp

in Deluxe Veranda

From

$47,995pp

in Nordic Balcony

subject to availability. These offers are valid on new bookings only made by 31 August 2021 unless sold out prior. For full terms and conditions visit vikingcruises.com.au

E X PLOR E THE WOR LD
W ITH V IK ING
Destination-focused. Culturally enriching. Carefully curated.
At Viking our mission is to take you on journeys that will immerse you in new destinations
and cultures across the globe. Whether it be on the rivers or oceans of the world, the
opportunities for new journeys are endless. Whilst we may not be able to travel just yet,
now is the perfect time to be planning your next cruise experience – so why not make
it bigger and grander than ever before with one of our Combination or Grand Voyages
– epic adventures on the oceans of the world helping you make up for lost time.

W H Y V IRT UOSO GUESTS
LOV E V IK ING
“I recommend Viking for my clients because I know their experience will be without
fault and a trip of a lifetime. The Viking quality, style and service is exceptional. Every
hard earned accolade is well deserved. They are hands down, my favourite cruise line.”
— Lucy Bellamy, Bellamy & Turner Travel Associates

WINTERGARDEN

No kids, no casinos
Need we say more.
Scandinavian design
Think clean lines, white leather, colourful woven textiles
and light woods that evoke Viking’s connection to the
natural world.
All veranda staterooms
Every room has a veranda and a view – a Viking ocean
ship has no inside cabins. Enjoy an al fresco breakfast or
a nightcap as you watch the world sail by, all from the
comfort of your own private veranda.
A shore excursion in every port
There is an included excursion in every port to help you
experience the best of every destination.
Included beverages
From free-flowing wine and beer at lunch and dinner, to
unlimited bottled water and specialty coﬀees – available
any time you like.

CHEF'S TABLE

No charge for specialty dining
With eight dining options on board a Viking ocean
ship, our guests can choose to dine wherever they like,
whenever they like, at no additional charge, including
24-hour room service.
Bring your own
You can bring your own wine, beer and spirits onboard
to enjoy throughout the ship – we do not charge a
corkage fee.
Destination focused
We know our guests love exploring the world, and every
part of the cruise experience is designed to facilitate
exploration. With more time in port to overnight stays,
we ensure the destination is the focal point.
Unlimited Wi-Fi
Whether you want to share holiday updates with friends
and family or keep up to date with your aﬀairs at home,
Wi-Fi is unlimited and included.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BEGIN YOUR VIKING JOURNEY
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Blue Heaven
Rosie Harbottle’s painterly
view of a legendary garden.

Editor’s Note

Where First?

A

T A RESTAURANT YEARS AGO, MY SON, IN

Wa nderl is t s ”
(page 33) reveals
our own staff
picks for places
we want to go
and things we
want to do there,
ranging
from
Virtuoso-exclusive experiences
to the restaurants, shops, and excursions we’ve bookmarked
for the future.
Art director Korena Bolding Sinnett may have
London on her Wanderlist for a future adventure,
but her most recent excursion took her to Hawaii
(“Island Made,” page 46). Her gorgeous photography perfectly captures the aloha spirit of the artists
behind the state’s traditional crafts. Elsewhere in
this issue, you’ll also find articles on cruising Portugal’s Douro River, exploring Ecuador’s capital city,
and more.
As we move from dreaming to doing, we hope
you’ll use this issue as an idea book for your own
Wanderlists (and dinner conversations).

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com

KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

primary school at the time, was trying to
recall a destination we’d visited on a past
holiday. “What’s that place we went to that
starts with a C?” he asked. My daughter weighed in
with some possibilities: “Cancún? Croatia? Costa
Rica? The Cayman Islands?” Finally he remembered: “Crete!” The woman seated at the table next
to us, overhearing our exchange, looked on incredulously and said, “Seriously?”
I know, I know: It may sound a tad excessive out of
context, but fellow travellers understand. My husband and I have both worked in the travel industry
for more than 25 years, and our children have had
passports since birth – travel is woven into the fabric
of our family. Now in college, our kids have grown
into global citizens who are curious, compassionate, and open-minded. Our dinner table discussions
still turn to our favourite topic: where we should go
next. Like the rest of the world, the pandemic forced
us to put our travel plans on hold – but not our travel
dreams. As borders begin to reopen and cruise lines,
hotels, tour operators, and the entire tourism workforce prepare to welcome visitors back with open
arms, now the question is: Where will we go first?
That’s why this issue of Virtuoso Life was especially fun to put together. The editorial team – all
avid travellers who normally have at least one
itinerary in the works – indulged their wanderlust
with Wanderlist, Virtuoso’s new online planning
tool that allows you to gather trip ideas and inspiration and share them with others. “What’s on Our
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Just Back

Playing Through
Tee times and winetasting in Victoria and Tasmania.

MELBOURNE-BASED VIRTUOSO
travel agency executive Aaron Collins
spent five days exploring his home state
during a golf- and wine-focussed outing
in Victoria and Tasmania. He visited
hotels, teed off on some of the country’s
most storied courses, and tasted his
way through the top wineries. Here,
a few of his takeaways.

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE Travel for Australians
(and many others) has been difficult
for the past year and a half. But there’s
a silver lining: Whilst we are saddened
about the places we can’t go, there’s a

12
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whole world up for discovery right under
our noses.

CLOSE-TO-HOME HIGHLIGHTS Three of the five
days were spent in my own backyard
and, to be honest, this was the first time
that I had experienced many of the highlights of this itinerary. I love golf (and
wine) and, for me, this was a bucket-list
itinerary. There was surprise, delight,
and excitement at every turn.
GOLF, GOLF, GOLF Enjoyment of golf is so
personal – often dictated by how well
you played (or didn’t, in some cases) –

Clockwise from opposite top: Aaron Collins (middle) with companions at Barnbougle Dunes,
Montalto bites, Point Leo’s sculpture park, and golf with a view at Barnbougle Dunes.

AARON COLLINS

and this dominated the discussion at
many a dinner along the journey. Royal
Melbourne was exceptional, filled
with history and nostalgia. The Ocean
Course at The National Golf Club at
Cape Schanck had amazing scenery
along the cliff tops abutting the ocean.
And Peninsula Kingswood’s The North
Course, at the southern end of Mornington’s Sandbelt region, was tight
and challenging in different ways to all
of the other courses. But Barnbougle
was the highlight for me, from chasing
daylight on the Lost Farm course to
watching the sunrise over The Dunes.

WINE TIME On the Mornington Peninsula,
Point Leo Estate is home to an amazing
16-acre sculpture park, the largest privately owned park of its type in Australia,

with works by internationally renowned
artists, including Jaume Plensa and
KAWS. At Montalto, the Piazza kitchen
provided a stunning setting for what was
far more than a casual pizza – and we
had a beautiful private dinner overlooking the rolling hills and vistas in what
is normally the winetasting room. And
after five long, enjoyable days of golf,
what better than a tasting of five of Josef
Chromy’s best in Tasmania?

SPLENDID TABLES Dinner at Nobu in Crown
Towers Melbourne was unforgettable.
Point Leo’s setting and dining experience
definitely added it to my must-do list. I’m
looking forward to going back to Montalto
to enjoy one of their picnics amongst the
vines, which will bring their estate-toplate philosophy together perfectly.

“Whilst we are
saddened about
the places we can’t
go, there’s a whole
world up for
discovery right
under our noses.”

PACKING LIST Victoria and Tasmania can
offer up four seasons in one day, so
pants, shorts, and wet-weather gear are
all a necessity. When you are walking
60-plus kilometres on golf courses over
five days, a good pair of golf shoes is an
absolute must.
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See new destinations from new heights.
And in privileged luxury.
Discover a variety of Antipodean wonders travelling in limited company on privately chartered aircraft.
See remote and unique destinations, savouring a variety of highlights along the way on an itinerary
handcrafted to suit. Soak up epic landscapes and ancient cultures. Enjoy handpicked accommodations,
indulge in epicurean delights and meet the locals. You’ll experience more than you ever thought
possible on a single journey and with the privilege of rare access as only A&K can deliver.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Shores of the Southern Ocean

New Zealand North to South

Delve into a cornucopia of epicurean delights, rare wildlife,
sophisticated artworks and coastlines battered by the great
Southern Ocean on this exclusive 12-day air safari traversing
Adelaide, Port Lincoln, Kangaroo Island, King Island and Hobart.

Discover the epic beauty of New Zealand on an exhilarating
luxury air safari that reveals cultural and natural splendours
from North Island to South, enjoying amazing food and wine,
encountering majestic wildlife and exploring far-flung locales.

12 days from $29,999 p.p. twin share*
Departs 20 October 2021

11 days from $33,599 p.p. twin share*
Departs 17 February & 3 March 2022

*Prices presented are in Australian dollars. Terms & Conditions apply.

WHAT’S ON AROUND THE WORLD

The Gehry tower’s
11,000 stainless
steel sheets
lend sparkle to
Luma Arles.

PHOTO
ADRIAN
CREDIT
DEWEERDT/LUMA
TKTKTK

Bright Future
Architect Frank Gehry’s craggy stainless steel tower – an homage to the rock formations found in the Provençal
countryside – recently opened as the centrepiece of Luma Arles, the Luma Foundation’s ten-hectare cultural campus in
the southern French town. Established by Swiss arts patron Maja Hoffmann, the centre brings artists together to experiment
and collaborate at a site formerly home to seven railway factories. Four of its buildings have been converted into exhibition
and performance spaces, and the Gehry tower houses galleries, a library, an auditorium, and archives. Opening exhibits
include works by Diane Arbus, Ólafur Elíasson, Annie Leibovitz, and Cy Twombly, among others.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Joel Centano, Elaine Glusac, and Kimberley Lovato
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 2 1
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Passport
ART & CULTURE

EQUAL EXPOSURE

ART WALK
Florence’s Uffizi Gallery is
spreading its wealth across
Tuscany. Based on the concept
of albergo diffuso, or “scattered
hotel,” where villagers let spare
rooms to guests, the Uffizi
Diffusi serves two purposes: It
helps solve the city’s overtourism issues by encouraging
travellers to explore towns and
villages around the province
(boosting local economies in
the process), and enables the
museum to display more of its collection. “Just as wine is not made to be put in the
cellar, but to be drunk, so works of art are not made to be stored – but to be admired,
drunk in with the eyes,” says museum director Eike Schmidt. If all goes as planned, mini
museums will pop up in historic Medici villas, Portoferraio’s Forte Falcone, Livorno’s
Terme del Corallo, Montecatini’s Terme Excelsior, and Poppi Castle.

Reality Check
Marvellous Reality, a comprehensive Alberto Giacometti
retrospective at the
Grimaldi Forum Monaco,
re-creates the Swiss artist’s
universe with sculptures of
the elongated standing figures that brought him fame,
as well as later monochromatic paintings and lesserknown drawings and prints.
3 July through 29 August.

Clockwise from top left: Ilse Bing’s 1931 Self-Portrait with Leica, Alberto Giacometti’s Grande Femme I, and Luigi Garzi’s Discovery of Moses.
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(SELF-PORTRAIT WITH LEICA) MICHAEL MATTIS/JUDITH HOCHBERG, (SCULPTURE) FONDATION GIACOMETTI/SUCCESSION
ALBERTO GIACOMETTI, (DISCOVERY OF MOSES) TOMMASO GALLIGANI

This season, New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art spotlights the impact of early
female photographers in The New Woman Behind the Camera. Focussing on 120
artists who worked between the 1920s and ’50s, the exhibit covers the spectrum of
genres, from botanicals and nudes by Imogen Cunningham and Berenice Abbott’s
portraiture to Depression-era photojournalism by Dorothea Lange and Dora Maar’s
surrealist experiments. 2 July through 3 October.

THE GREAT ESCAPE

Slip Away to Saint-Tropez
The French Riviera’s toniest seaside village
ramps up the glitz for reopening.

POP IN

Before the jet set embraced it, Saint-Tropez lured
painters such as Signac and Matisse to its sherbethued port; some of their works grace the town’s
sixteenth-century chapel-turned-Annonciade
Museum. This July, Nadia Khodasevich-Léger,
wife of proto-pop artist Fernand Léger, steps
into the museum’s spotlight with The Colors of
Nadia, a 65-piece exhibit of drawings, sculptures, and the colourful portraits that brought
her fame – many never before displayed in
public. 3 July through 14 November.
REST UP

DJs at Hôtel Byblos’ Caves du Roy keep the
dance floor going till 5 AM, which leaves time
for a quick nap before its rosé-drenched day
club opens on Pampelonne Beach. Keeping
revellers’ energy levels up this season: the
hotel’s new executive chef Nicola Canuti, who
puts an Italian spin on menus throughout
the 90-room property – including at the new
poolside lunch and dinner spot, Arcadia – with
dishes such as pinsa Byblos, a Roman-style
pizza with Italian olives, anchovies, peppers,
and creamy mozzarella.
BACK ON THE SCENE

Airelles Saint-Tropez, Château de la Messardière invites international travellers back
to its 12-hectare hilltop location outside the
village after a tip-to-toe redesign by French
architect and interior designer Christophe
Tollemer. Among its enhancements: a lap
pool overlooking Pampelonne Bay, an expanded 1,000-square-metre spa, the relocated L’Auberge des Maures (a favourite local
restaurant since the 1930s), and 103 renovated
rooms and suites, each with its own terrace –
plus a three-bedroom villa with a private pool.
Sunbathers can get a jump on their tans now
that the hotel’s beach club, Jardin Tropézina,
serves breakfast.

(BAIGNEUSES) JEAN-CLAUDE COHEN

SAIL AWAY

Celebrating the end of Europe’s sailing season,
the annual Les Voiles regatta – 25 September
through 9 October this year – normally draws
around 300 of the world’s most beautiful
yachts to the Gulf of Saint-Tropez. The twoweek-long format, which unfurled last year
with a limited audience due to the pandemic,
will be the norm going forward. The change
allows for race starts in front of the village – a
thrill for spectators. Classic sailboats, some up
to 100 years old, race the first week alongside
modern counterparts measuring up to 20 metres long, while week two is dedicated to even
larger vessels.

Chef Nicola Canuti’s
pinsa Byblos, Château
de la Messardière,
and Nadia Léger’s
Baigneuses.
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Passport
FOOD & SPIRITS

PORT AUTHORITY

Splendid Tavolo
The multi-Michelinstarred Da Vittorio –
with locations in
Saint Moritz and
Shanghai, as well as
the three-starred
original near Bergamo, Italy – brings
its Lombardian
craft to the Italian
Riviera this summer
with DaV Mare in
Belmond’s 14-room
Splendido Mare.
Menu highlights at
DaV Mare’s creamed risotto with pesto,
the Portofino propprawns, and tomato emulsion.
erty include local
Monterosso anchovies, Santa Margherita prawns, and a Ligurian cappon magro seafood
salad, along with Da Vittorio’s classic pastas. The indoor-outdoor
restaurant spills into the town’s central piazzetta, serving breakfast
to sunset aperitivi and beyond.

For centuries, port wines have been aged in low
stone warehouses in Vila Nova de Gaia. Now,
several of the storehouses have been converted
into the sprawling, nearly 55,000-square-metre
WOW – aka World of Wine – housing six museums, a wine school, and nine restaurants, bars,
and cafés in Gaia, a city opposite Porto on the
Douro River’s south bank. Interactive exhibits on
Portuguese traditions include a sensory journey
through winemaking, a chocolate factory, and
Planet Cork (Portugal produces more than 50
per cent of the world’s supply), which walks
visitors through every step from harvesting to
finished products, ranging from wine stoppers to
clothing and surfboards. Five years in the making, WOW introduces a new entertainment district to the industrial neighbourhood, with most
of its restaurants and bars – including a bistro
specialising in Portuguese dishes, a vegetarian
café, a dessert shop, a wine bar, and fine-dining
spots – clustered around a central plaza with
views of the Porto skyline.

SPACE TRAVEL

TAKING FLIGHT

(DAV MARE) STUART CANTOR

As Virgin Galactic gets closer to its goal of flying 400 space flights a year, the company has introduced its third-generation
spaceship, VSS Imagine, a bullet-nosed model clad in a mirrorlike finish that marries style and engineering efficiency. Flight
testing will begin shortly from Spaceport America in Las Cruces, New Mexico. Meanwhile, progress continues: VSS Unity
recently completed its first successful powered flight from the spaceport – a Mach 3 mission piloted by CJ Sturckow and Dave
Mackay that reached just over 88 kilometres above Earth.
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PLAN YOUR RETURN TO TRAVEL

EXTRAORDINARY EXPEDITIONS
2022-2023 SEASON ON SALE NOW

POLAR BEAR,
SVALBARD

HIKING IN PAAMIUT,
GREENLAND

KAYAKING IN THE
AMAZON

WHALE WATCHING
FROM ZODIAC, ANTARCTICA

KING PENGUINS,
SOUTH GEORGIA

Be among the first to experience Seabourn’s ultra-luxury expedition ships
and explore the world’s most coveted destinations.
SVALBARD | GREENLAND | AMAZON | ANTARCTICA | SOUTH GEORGIA | CANADIAN ARCTIC

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Ultra-Luxury
Cruise Line™. Book today to take advantage of Virtuoso Voyages amenities including:
Dedicated Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and Exclusive Shore Experience.
We are staying atop health and safety protocols in our continuing effort to minimize the risk of exposure to COVID-19,
which may also impact our voyages and offerings, including amenities and itineraries.

Passport
BON VOYAGE

Storied Waters
Globe-trotting novelist and travel writer Paul Theroux joins Silversea Cruises as the first of nine “Tale Tellers” on the line’s
2022 world cruise from Fort Lauderdale to Copenhagen – a 137-day voyage spanning 32 countries across six continents. Theroux boards the 388-passenger Silver Whisper for its 13-day Fort Lauderdale-to-Lima leg, giving talks about the journeys that
have inspired his years of writing and answering questions about his career and favourite travel books. Along with each of the
other to-be-announced authors, Theroux will also contribute a new piece to the Tale of Tales anthology, presented to world
cruisers as a keepsake. Departure: 6 January 2022.

COTTAGE LIFE

Coworth Park’s newly
restored cottage.
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Eighteenth-century Coworth Park
in rural Ascot reopened recently
with a new cottage on the 97-hectare property an hour’s drive west of
London. The North Lodge, a former
gatehouse, has been remodelled
as a three-bedroom residence
with copper bathtubs adjoining the
suites, an open-plan kitchen, a dining deck, and surrounding gardens.
A dedicated staff attends to lodge
guests, who also have full access
to the estate’s polo fields, stables,
and freestanding spa with a lap
pool and gym, as well as the main
house’s bar, tearoom, terrace, and
Michelin-starred restaurant. North
Lodge three-night minimum stay
includes breakfast daily and a $130
resort credit.

(READER) STEVE MASON/GETTY IMAGES

BRIT POP

Sustainable Travel
CRUISING

POWER TRIP
“If you empower a woman, you empower
a whole society.” Embracing the words of
Jordan’s Queen Rania, the Iraq Al-Amir
Women’s Cooperative near Amman has
worked for almost 30 years to create lasting employment for Jordanian women and
preserve the country’s cultural traditions.
Travellers with Uniworld can visit the
women-run co-op; take weaving, papermaking, and cooking classes; and buy
their work. The experience, available on a
12-day, round-trip-from-Cairo Nile cruise
with a six-day Jordan extension, is part of
the line’s new collection of purpose-driven
trips meant to leave positive imprints on
local communities while advancing the
UN’s global Sustainable Development
Goals, which include fighting poverty and
promoting gender equality. Departures:
Multiple dates, 25 September through
25 December.

CONSERVATION

Manta central and
(below) the Ice Lounge
on the new National
Geographic Resolution.

SHIP-SHAPE

(MANTA RAY) CHAD TAYLOR/GETTY IMAGES

A novel X-Bow design on Lindblad Expeditions’ new National Geographic Resolution will help the ship move like “sea mammals, working with the elements,” says
Øyvind Gjerde Kamsvåg, the innovation’s
chief designer. The result: a smoother
ride relative to ships with conventionally
shaped bows, plus decreased emissions,
fewer vibrations that harm wildlife, and
steadier (and drier) observation platforms
on deck – all boons for a ship purposebuilt for polar explorations. The 126-passenger Resolution debuts with a 24-day
Antarctica, South Georgia, and Falklands
voyage, sailing round-trip from Ushuaia.
Departure: 17 November.

Dial-a-Ray
At the 103-room Four Seasons Resort Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru, manta
rays are just a call away. When researchers spot the social, subaquatic creatures, the resort’s Manta-on-Call service notifies guests, then transports them,
along with snorkelling gear, to the spot via speedboat. Now through November,
travellers have the best chance of swimming with – and helping save – manta
rays, particularly during a series of “hot dates” (five-day windows towards the
beginning and end of each month) recently identified by Four Seasons and the
Manta Trust’s resort-based Maldivian Manta Ray Project.
Last year, MMRP ecologists recorded close to 4,700 mantas in the Baa Atoll
UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve around the resort – an increase from the
previous year and a big win for vulnerable rays, says Manta Trust project manager Beth Faulkner. “The more people are aware of manta rays and their environment,” she says, “the more they’re going to want to protect them.” Guests
can also help record essential data and take ID photos of the rays through the
Manta Scientist for a Day Program. Accommodations include breakfast daily and a
$130 resort credit.
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Suite Talk
NEW HOTELS

Bank on Boston

A Post Office Square landmark has a smart new look.

Boston views: The
city’s harbour and
(top) inside a
Family Room.
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The Langham, Boston’s setting in the historic 1922 Federal Reserve
Bank, on the edge of the Financial District. The property recently
reopened after a two-year closure for renovations, with 312 newly
minted rooms and suites. The showstopper: the 147-square-metre Chairman Suite on the seventh storey, with a foyer and powder room, a living
room with a piano and fireplace, and views of the city.
The former grand hall’s Italian restaurant, Grana, blends restored architectural elements – the original terrazzo floor includes the Federal Reserve
seal – with elevated, family-style dishes. Executive chef Stephen Bukoff adds
New England flavours, such as a shaved-fennel-and-apple salad to accompany hearty, house-roasted porchetta. At The Fed, a UK-inspired gastropub
and cocktail lounge on the lobby level, travellers can order cheese “toasties”
(inspired by the flagship Langham, London hotel’s beloved grilled-cheese
sandwiches) and craft drinks at the central island bar or on the outdoor terrace. The wellness pavilion’s heated indoor pool, whirlpool, and saunas will
open later this year. Accommodations include breakfast daily and a $130
hotel credit.

(SKYLINE) DERMOT CONLAN/GETTY IMAGES

C

USTOM CARPET DESIGNS INSPIRED BY U.S. DOLLAR BILLS NOD TO

London Calming
In Knightsbridge, a revived classic with soaring skylights and secret garden access.

S

IXTIES CHELSEA GLAM

meets modernist, minimalist design in the
Carlton Tower Jumeirah, which has reopened after
extensive remodelling. The
property makes a statement
with the lobby’s custom chandelier (an abstract rendering
of a chrysanthemum) and 186
renovated guest rooms – almost half of them suites, and
many with balconies. The Royal
Suite, stretching 156 square
metres, is furnished in accents
of deep blues, greens, and maroon, with textured wall panelling, floor-to-ceiling marble
bathrooms, a large soaking tub,
and three balconies.
Guests have access to the
private Cadogan Gardens (and
two outdoor tennis courts)
across the street – yogis, be
sure to ask about the morning yoga sessions in the gardens. The hotel’s main draw:
the three-storey Peak Fitness
Club & Spa, home to the city’s
largest naturally lit pool, plus
cabanas, steam rooms, a Himalayan salt sauna, and wellness products from the luxe,
Budapest-based Omorovicza
skincare line.
At Al Mare (Italian for “by
the sea”), travellers can dine
on seafood with views of the
theatre-style open kitchen,
or out on the patio. The elegant Chinoiserie operates
on a “cake o’clock” schedule,
serving patisseries from 6:30
am to 11:30 pm and, of course,
afternoon tea, including gourmet French blends from Mariage Frères. Accommodations
include breakfast daily and a
$130 hotel credit.

A dramatic moment in the lobby
and (bottom) the city’s largest
naturally lit swimming pool.
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City to Go

High-Flying Quito
Pause in Ecuador’s capital for colonial cloisters,
starchitect skyscrapers, and elevated cuisine.
BY BARB SLIGL PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

Clockwise from top left: Basílica del Voto, shrimp
ceviche and patacones at Heladería San Agustín,
pre-Columbian art at Casa del Alabado museum, and
designer Mane Silva at her shop.
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GO FOR Known to travellers as
the gateway to farther-flung
adventures in the Galápagos,
Quito, a sky-high capital with its
head in a cloud forest, warrants
a longer look. Founded in 1534,
when the Spanish resettled an
ancient Inca city in a narrow
Andean valley, Quito sits on the
slopes of the Pichincha volcano.
The world’s second-highest capital, at 868 metres, it’s also the
oldest capital in South America,
with a wealth of colonial architecture, from the gold interior of
the baroque Compañía de Jesús
church to the sprawling cloisters
of the San Francisco monastery.
And it’s the first city (along with
Kraków) to be named a UNESCO
World Heritage site, in 1978. Like
the iconic Virgen del Panecillo
statue, who spreads her wings
high above the historic Old
Town from atop one of the surrounding hills, the city continues to rise. Architect Moshe

Safdie’s verdant, terraced
Qorner tower on La Carolina
Park and ambitious public
works – Quito’s first metro line
is slated to open early next year
– are forging a new cityscape.

EAT Ecuadorian cuisine includes
traditional Latin fare, such as
ceviche (served with crunchy
tostado de maíz, similar to corn
nuts), patacones (fried plantain
slices), and the beloved locro de
papa, potato soup garnished with
cheese and avocado. Try classic
dishes at the 160-year-old, familyrun Heladería San Agustín, on
Plaza Grande in the city centre.
French-trained Ecuadorian
chef Wilson Alpala reimagines
local ingredients at the Relais &
Châteaux restaurant Zazu. His
menu includes biche (fish soup),
made with shrimp confit and
crispy cassava, as well as mixto
ceviche (of course).

TIP
“For the best view of Quito’s Basílica del Voto,
visit the Itchimbía Park. If you’re interested in
independent films or documentaries, Ocho y
Medio cinema, located in the colourful La Floresta neighbourhood, is a must. The area is also
home to coffee shops, restaurants, art galleries,
and more.”
– Adriana Rivas, Metropolitan Touring,
Virtuoso on-site tour connection, Quito

Terra Ecuador, slated to reopen
in July, also serves contemporary takes on classic fare
(gooseberry gazpacho, plantain
gnocchi) in the culturally vibrant
La Floresta district, home to the
city’s first organic market.

DRINK At Bandidos del Páramo, a
local craft brewery and gastropub with a beer garden, try more
than 20 different artisanal cervezas, such as the Bandolero cacao
stout or Camino cream ale.
Café Vélez, which evolved from
one of Quito’s first coffee roasters, serves grown-in-Ecuador,
single-origin, high-altitude coffees at its La Floresta outpost.
Visitors can also buy its beans,
as well as chocolate made from
Ecuadorian Arriba Nacional Fino
de Aroma cacao beans.

SHOP Traditional artisans have
storefronts on every street in
Quito’s Old Town. Hatmaker
César Anchala carries on his
family’s tradition at Sombrerería Benalcázar, crafting everything from berets to
cowboy hats to the country’s
world-famous “Panama” hats
(the misnomer came from the
straw hats that were exported
to workers in Panama). Gonzalo
Gallardo hand-paints, sculpts,
and restores religious figures at
Restauraciones Carrión.

There’s also a new generation
of makers in Quito, proliferating
in La Floresta. There, fashion
designer Mane Silva upcycles
fabrics into pieces inspired by
Indigenous textiles, and potter
Natalia Espinosa creates whimsical ceramics in her workshop,
Perro de Loza.
Back in Old Town, browse
Ecuador’s rich artistic heritage
at Casa del Alabado museum,
where a collection of some
5,000 pre-Columbian artworks
and a gift shop are housed in a
building that dates back to the
sixteenth century.

STAY Casa Gangotena faces
San Francisco Plaza, across
from the monastery and below
the Virgen del Panecillo. The
Italianate palazzo, rebuilt in the
1920s and overhauled again in
2011, is now a boutique hotel
with 31 rooms and suites that
let guests stay inside a UNESCO
World Heritage site. Extend
the immersion and become a
vecino, or neighbour, with an
in-room equilibrium treatment
from a local limpiadora (herbal
healer), a visit to San Francisco
monastery’s cloisters and bell
tower with a Franciscan monk,
or a walking tour of Old Town.
Accommodations include breakfast daily and one six-course
tasting-menu dinner.

From top: Perro de
Loza owner Natalia
Espinosa; corvina
ceviche with red
onion, orange, and
eucalyptus at Zazu;
and Casa Gangotena’s bar.
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Cruising

From left: Terraced vineyards
rise up from “the river of
gold,” and Viking Cruise’s
Helgrim is one of the newest
ships to sail the Douro.

Port by Port
Savour a Douro River cruise through one
of the world’s oldest wine regions.
BY ELLISE PIERCE
26
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ied Portuguese Cortes de Cima
red blend and stepped onto my
balcony to take in the view of Portugal’s
second-largest city. Ancient, pastelhued houses with clay-tiled rooftops
lined the riverfront, and slipperlike rabelo boats bobbed in the water below. I’d
just returned from wandering the city’s
medieval cobblestoned streets, where
I shopped for handmade scarves and
popped into a temporary exhibition of
Picasso sketches at the Palácio das Artes
museum – which ended, naturally, with
a complimentary glass of port.
Portugal was named after Porto,
where port winemaking is embedded in
the history and culture. I was there in
2019 to board Viking’s Helgrim for a river cruise through the Douro Valley, one
of the world’s oldest wine regions. Back
then, the idea of a global pandemic was
something found mostly in novels. But,
after a hiatus of more than a year, with
new protocols in place – including vaccine requirements and an upgraded sanitising air-filtration system – Viking’s
European river vessels are set to sail
once again, along with those of several
other cruise lines.

THE HELGRIM IS THE NEWEST “BABY

longship” in a fleet of four Viking ships
that run this route along the Douro, the
same one that winemakers have travelled for hundreds of years. We pushed

(LANDSCAPE) POIKE/GETTY IMAGES, (SHIP) RACHAEL A. JONES

O

N A LATE JULY AFTERNOON
in Porto, I uncorked a full-bod-

Some of the world’s most luxurious lodges await us in New Zealand, outshone only
by the sublime nature of their settings. Our journey is reserved for just 35 guests.

LUXURY
LODGES OF
NEW ZEALAND
BY
PRIVATE JET
Sydney - Bay of Islands - Kauri Cliffs - Lake Taupo - Queenstown - Norfolk Island - Sydney

Savour time spent at some of the world’s most exclusive lodges
Hidden bays and snowy peaks await us on a private Lake Taupo cruise
Play golf on three spectacular courses at Kauri Cliffs, Kinloch Club and Jack’s Point

10 days, Sydney return, departing 2021/2022, from AU$31,450 pp twin share
Discover our new collection of Australian & New Zealand Journeys by Private Aircraft
For full terms and conditions, see captainschoice.com.au/conditions.

Clockwise from
top: A vineyard
close-up, iconic
Mateus Palace, a
wine bar on the
riverbank, and
pastel de nata, a
traditional dessert served with
coffee and cream.
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off from Porto under milky skies, crossing beneath the massive Dom Luís I
Bridge – designed by one of Gustave Eiffel’s students – past fishermen in small
boats hoping to catch robalo (sea bass)
for the night’s dinner. Our route would
take us towards Spain through the Douro
Valley, where the quintas (wine estates)
are still growing grapes and making port
as it’s been done for centuries – pruned
and harvested by hand.
As early as the fourth century, Romans cultivated wine in this harsh,
rocky region. Its hot, arid climate was
good for growing grapes, but not for
storing wine, so casks were transported
by boat to Porto, at the mouth of the river, where the wine was aged on the lower
banks. Back then, the Douro was wild
and unpredictable, and to keep the wine
from spoiling along the journey, a little
brandy was added – which is how port
came to be. Today, thanks to a system of
locks, the river is as calm as bathwater,
and our journey was smooth sailing.
With just 53 staterooms, the Helgrim
felt like a boutique hotel with a makeyourself-at-home vibe. On such a small
ship, friendships formed easily and
passengers – who ranged in age from
thirtysomethings to retirees – were
soon saving seats for one another, like
at summer camp. At dinner, we gathered at long, linen-covered tables and
toasted with porto tónicos (white port
with tonic water).
Menus showcased Portuguese flavours: caldeirada, a fish stew; regional
cheeses, such as Limiano from northern Portugal and soft galvão covered
in a smoky Portuguese paprika; charcuterie items, among them wild boar
saucisson, chorizo, and morcela, a local blood sausage; and grilled octopus and sardines, served with crisp
Vinho Verde. One afternoon, we
learned how to make the country’s
famous egg custard pastry, pastel de
nata. “I think you should eat where you
are,” said our Hungarian-born chef,
Peter Benko, who makes breakfast
jam from local apricots and sources
ingredients along the way when he can.
As we crawled up the river, the hills
grew taller, terraced with vineyards,
cherry and olive trees, and, the closer we got to Spain, almond trees. We
moved slowly along the ancient waterway at a mere eight knots (about 15 kph)

(GRAPES) MICHAEL HOWARD/ESTOCK PHOTO, (MATEUS PALACE) RACHAEL A. JONES,
(WINE BAR) REINHARD SCHMID/ESTOCK PHOTO, (DESSERT) THE PICTURE PANTRY/ALAMY

Cruising

TIP
“The Wine Box in Porto’s Ribeira
neighbourhood has a charming atmosphere and hundreds
of fabulous wines by the glass.
It’s also one of the best places
to enjoy a Francesinha, Porto’s
sandwich speciality.”

(CHURCH) RACHAEL A. JONES

– René Roseburg,
Virtuoso travel advisor

upstream, and about halfway to the
Spanish border, we stopped at Pinhão
in the heart of the Douro Valley’s winemaking region.
In the hills on the Douro’s south
bank we learned about port-making
at Quinta do Seixo, where some of the
best and oldest grapes for the renowned
Sandeman ports are grown. We tasted a
young, sweet, and slightly citrusy white
port; a rich, cherrylike four-year-old
ruby; and different tawny and vintage
bottlings with flavours ranging from
toffee to chocolate. At the eighteenthcentury baroque Mateus Palace in the
nearby town of Vila Real, we wandered
among the box hedges in its Frenchinspired gardens. Rather than its history, the palace is best known for its
likeness, which appears on the label of
the middlebrow Mateus rosé, still sold
in its iconic World War I-inspired flaskshaped bottle.
Because the Douro is only navigable
for about 210 kilometres inland from
Porto, we made just two more stops
along the way: Barca d’Alva, the last
Portuguese town before the Spanish border, and Régua, first settled by
the Romans. There, high up the steep
hills, on switchback roads barely wide
enough for our motor coaches, we
passed cork forests on our way to the
tiny pre-Roman hilltop town of Favaios,
where we tasted the area’s rustic “four
corners” bread, still warm from an oven
heated with wood and old grapevines. A
local co-op poured us glasses of golden

Igreja do Carmo is an eighteenthcentury church covered in azulejos,
Portugal’s traditional tiles.

moscatel, a jammy, fortified wine that’s
even sweeter than port, produced in
bottles small enough to be hidden in a
trouser pocket. Afterward, we ate lunch
at the family-owned Quinta da Avessada, where port is produced from a vineyard so ancient that it’s been designated
a UNESCO World Heritage site, and the
view reveals vineyard-covered Douro
Valley hills as far as you can see.
Days on the Douro slipped by as easily as a second glass of port. Sometimes
I stayed on the ship and read by the pool
instead of joining a tour, or simply wan-

dered around a port on my own. One afternoon, I took photos of an abandoned
railroad station near Barca d’Alva and
walked across an old bridge into Spain,
watching from afar as women cooked
fresh sardines over an open fire and
hung the week’s laundry out to dry in the
summer sun.
For me, the trip was about this as
much as anything else – slowing down
enough to observe life’s smallest moments, something that I needed to be
reminded of then, and that we probably
all do now.

DOING THE DOURO

A river cruise is an easy way to explore Portugual.

Viking’s ten-day Douro River voyages on the 106-passenger Helgrim
include days in Lisbon and Porto, with daily excursions that focus on
the region’s rich viticultural history and port tastings along the way.
Departures: Multiple dates through November 2021, and March through
November 2022.
Eight-day Douro River round-trip sailings from Porto on Uniworld Boutique River Cruises’ new ship, the lavish, 100-passenger São Gabriel, are
available with a Lisbon stay. Departures: Multiple dates through November
2021, and April through November 2022.
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Conscious Comeback

See
Change
G Adventures’ Bruce
Poon Tip anticipates
travel returning with
new purpose.
INTERVIEWED BY LISA WOGAN

S

OCIAL ENTREPRENEUR BRUCE

Poon Tip was in Barbados as
Covid-19 cases began surfacing around the globe. At first, he
planned to lock down in those pleasant
climes. But when Prime Minister Justin Trudeau asked Canadians to come
home, Poon Tip returned to Toronto.
Stuck on the ground after more than
30 years in motion, he mapped out a
new vision for post-pandemic travel
in an e-book called Unlearn: The Year
the Earth Stood Still. As the founder of
small-group adventure-travel company
G Adventures, Poon Tip has long advocated for tourism that improves people’s
lives and spurs the protection of natural
environments and local culture. In Unlearn, he expands that vision to include
the idea that travel could be “the thing
that helps us – the world – recover from
all this.”

Peak experience:
Bruce Poon Tip at
Machu Picchu.
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I used to complain about my travel all
the time – about airports and people. It
was my shtick. I’ll never do that again

because I miss that freedom, the unconscious ability to book a flight and go.
I’m hoping that more people get more
connected to where they go and why.
It’s not going to be everybody, but a
small group will think more about why
they want to travel and where they want
to travel. You have to be more purposeful, and there should be some meaning. It shouldn’t be just you taking; you
should equally be giving.
A small group of people changing
the way they travel will have a massive impact. There will be people who
travel slower, for longer. They’ll go
deeper into a destination. They now
realise travel is a privilege and want
to do it right. That mindset and shift
will be significant – and we’re seeing
that happening.
G Adventures has run more than 100
trips this year. As countries open, we
are early adopters. People who can are
taking the opportunity to see some of
the most special places with nobody else

there. People have always wanted that
picture of Machu Picchu without the
crowds – you can get that now. In Egypt,
people are walking in and out of the pyramids, seeing everything in a short period of time, and they’re alone. There’s a
feeling of “wow.”
For the short term of the recovery
period, we have a Book with Confidence programme, which not only establishes different safety protocols on
the ground, but also offers extreme flexibility for people who have to cancel for
any reason. We also have the Book Your
Bubble programme – a group of people
can book any of our trips as private departures and create their own bubble
whilst travelling.
In my 31 years of G Adventures, I’ve
never seen travellers so receptive, open
to change, and willing to adapt. We’ve
spent many years trying to predict
what travellers want. It’s such a better
position when travellers come willing
to accept the country as it is. They arrive with an open heart and say, “OK,

what do I have to do to keep everybody
safe and have a great experience?” The
flexibility is freeing for local communities and can create more-authentic experiences for travellers.
The positive impact you’ll have as a
traveller is very different right now.
The 40 poorest countries in the world
rely on tourism to create jobs and revenue. So when tourism stops, it affects
everybody. Besides affecting hotels,
transportation, restaurants, tour guides,
and those traditional things, the loss of
tourism destroys the GDP and growth
of those countries. It ends up affecting
education, job growth, innovation, and
social programmes. It’s amazing how receptive people are, and so grateful to see
travellers again. People are cheering and
singing when they see tourists.
When I travel, I listen to my heart.
More people should follow their hearts
and be more purposeful when they make
decisions on where they want to go. Right
now, Japan’s calling me, and then Italy.
But Italy is always calling everybody.

What ’s

WANDERLISTS
Germans have a word for what we’ve been feeling the past year: Fernweh (“farsickness”). It’s a physical
longing for travel, the need to get out and explore the world. Ready to plan, the editorial team turned
to Virtuoso’s Wanderlist for inspiration on where to head next. The new online tool lets travellers create
easy-to-organise lists of exclusive experiences and the travel ideas, top hotels, and don’t-miss boutiques,
bars, and restaurants we bookmark or jot down in journals – all in one convenient spot. Share lists with
friends and your Virtuoso advisor, who can suggest more great ideas, then bring the trip to life. Here’s a
glimpse of what’s calling us to Tokyo, Morocco, coastal California, and beyond. Explore our full Wanderlists –
and feed your Fernweh with lists of your own – at Virtuoso.com.
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Tokyo

Taking on

I’ve always looked to Tokyo as one of the most exciting city escapes – albeit one that’s a bit intimidating. For my first trip to the city, eye-popping animated art, great food, late-night barhopping, and a
couple of prized (but useful!) souvenirs top my list. – Justin Paul, senior editor

EXPLORE THE
YAYOI KUSAMA MUSEUM

Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Room
exhibits sell out wherever they
pop up. I’m looking forward to
her Tokyo museum in Shinjuku. The current show (through
26 December) focusses on
her monochromatic works,
from the early Inﬁnity Nets series to her present-day Flower
Obsession installations.

TEAMLAB’S MIND-BENDING
DIGITAL ART

TeamLab Borderless at the Mori Building Digital Art Museum puts Kusamalike playfulness and illusion on digital
steroids: The mesmerising, interactive
projections morph into each other, travel
through rooms, change visitors’ interactions, and are never the same twice.
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GOLDEN GAI NIGHTLIFE

Golden Gai’s tiny – we’re talking sometimes five customers max – and eclectically themed bars are the type of thing that
shouldn’t exist in glitzy, modern-day Tokyo.
(The somewhat ramshackle section of
Kabukicho has faced threats of being razed
for development numerous times.) Set me up
with a guide to show me their favourites and
tell neighbourhood stories during some latenight barhopping.

(INFINITY ROOM) DPA PICTURE ALLIANCE/ALAMY, (TEAMLAB) UARA/ALAMY,
(GOLDEN GAI) BOAZ ROTTEM/ALAMY

TOP RAMEN

Ramen has recently
made inroads on the
pho-dominated soupnoodle scene of my
hometown, and I can’t
wait to try some of
Tokyo’s best. First up:
Nakiryu, a ten-seat,
cash-only mainstay
loved for its dan dan
broth and delicate
noodles – one of
only two of the city’s
10,000-plus ramen
joints that have earned
a Michelin star.

SUSHI MASTER CLASS

I’ve learned to make pastas in Tuscany, pintxos in
San Sebastián, and curries in Phnom Penh. For
Tokyo, it’s a private class with a sushi master –
and what’s sure to be a delicious lunch.

KNIFE-SHOP WHERE THE CHEFS DO

I love to cook and have always wanted a nice Japanese
knife in my quiver. Aritsugu has honed blades since
its days making samurai swords in the 1500s; I’ll be
heading to its stall in the Tsukiji Outer Market for a fillet knife – and to nearby Masamoto, a more-than-150year-old brand, for a carbon-steel chef’s knife with a
custom-fit handle.

PARK HYATT TOKYO

(RAMEN, DENIM, AND SUSHI) BEN WELLER, (CITY SCENE) KEVIN J.MIYAZAKI

Home base for my
adventure is this
177-room hotel,
which occupies the
top 14 storeys of a
52-storey Shinjuku
skyscraper and has
an indoor lap pool
with (on clear days)
views to Mount Fuji.

make it happen

STOCK UP ON JAPANESE DENIM

Turns out, pandemics put a hurt on
your closet. If I can’t make it to Kojima
Jeans Street, a few hours away in
Kurashiki, I’m headed to UES in Tokyo’s
Daikanyama neighbourhood to refresh
my daily denim with handcrafted Japanese selvedge denim jeans.

“While you can take a private class with a master sushi
chef in Tokyo, why not take it a step further and learn how
to make soba noodles – a traditional dish that’s steeped in
Japan’s history and a cornerstone of its culinary culture.
In partnership with Exo Travel, one of Virtuoso’s on-site
connections in the country, I’d arrange a morning with the
master chefs and ‘sobaticians’ at the Tsukiji Soba Academy to learn the masumizu noodle-making technique,
followed by lunch to enjoy the fruits of your labour.”
– Camille Porta, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Sout h Africa Sojourn

When a business trip took me to Cape Town several years ago, the city instantly captivated me.
It checks all the boxes: urban energy and cosmopolitan perks (arts and culture, dining, shopping),
coupled with adrenaline-fuelled outdoor activities and proximity to winelands and safaris. A friend
from Texas (who happens to be a Virtuoso travel advisor) now spends part of the year there with
her fiancé (who happens to be the Ellerman House’s general manager), and I hope to return to visit them – and
their city – with my family. – Elaine Srnka, editorial director and vice president of content

YOGA ON TABLE MOUNTAIN

Yoga got me through the pandemic, stretching
loose the knots and stress induced by endless Zoom meetings. Unrolling a mat on the
UNESCO World Heritage site’s 1,067-metre
summit plateau – with views of Table Bay and
Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela was
imprisoned during apartheid – would make for
an iconic om.

ELLERMAN HOUSE

I’d love to check into this 15-room
boutique property for its strong sense
of place, lush grounds, and incredible
views. I hear its Wine Gallery houses more
than 9,000 South African wines– that’s
my kind of destination immersion. My
daughter, an art history major with curator aspirations, would relish the owners’
South African art collection, one of the
most extensive in the world.

DIVING FOR DIAMONDS

make it
happen
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WINETASTING ON THE CAPE

There’s something about a vineyard vista
that says “life is good.” Just outside the
city, the Cape Winelands’ scenery, Dutch
architecture, boutiques, galleries, and
restaurants alone make it worth the trip.
The Stellenbosch and Franschhoek valleys are ideal for learning about and tasting South African wines with a sommelier
guide, and we’ll certainly raise a glass or
two of pinotage to toast our good fortune.

“My favourite place in South Africa is Tswalu Kalahari, a stunningly dramatic desert safari lodge that can
be done easily in a couple of days via a private flight from Cape Town. Tswalu focuses on smaller wildlife –
think meerkats and pangolins – but there are also cheetahs, giraffes, and zebras. South African chef Jan
Hendrik van der Westhuizen, who runs an eponymous Michelin-starred restaurant in Nice, opened Klein
Jan in a farmhouse on the reserve that’s one of South Africa’s most sought-after reservations. If you have
to pick one safari, this is the most unique and easiest.” – Tiffany Figueiredo, Virtuoso travel advisor

(TABLE MOUNTAIN) 4FR/GETTY IMAGES, (ELLERMAN HOUSE AND WINETASTING)
DOOK, (DIAMOND) RYASICK/GETTY IMAGES

Diving in waters known for
their sharks scares me – but
for a girl’s best friend? Pass
the mask and fins, and I’ll
happily take the plunge. Sign
me up for a private plane to
the country’s west coast and
the tutelage of dive masters
and diamond sorters to find
and select gems that will be
made into a finished jewellery piece at a design studio
in Stellenbosch – now that’s a
memorable souvenir.

Moroccan Style and Design

The last time I was in Morocco, I was 20, broke, and on a coach tour with four friends and dozens of
chain-smoking Spaniards. What’s stuck with me after the haze of 1,000 Ducados has faded: the
feeling of arriving somewhere dazzling and deeply unfamiliar. My next trip will be a little bit fancier
and a lot less cookie-cutter. – Marika Cain, managing editor

BEHIND THE SCENES WITH YSL

(JARDIN MAJORELLE) ASHLEY COOPER PIC/ALAMY, (TILES) LEUNTJE/ALAMY, (DUNE) SABENA JANE BLACKBIRD,
(MARKET) BALATE DORIN/GETTY IMAGES, (LANTERN) ISMODE/GETTY IMAGES

An exclusive tour of Yves Saint Laurent and
Pierre Bergé’s private home, Villa Oasis, and the
blue-of-my-dreams Jardin Majorelle in Marrakech is
a must-do – and possibly an inspiration for my own
modest garden aspirations.

SHOPPING MARRAKECH

DUNE OUTING
TILE-MAKING LESSONS

I’d like to spend an afternoon
learning the Moroccan art of
zellij – the gorgeous geometric
tilework that decorates
buildings and courtyards all
over the country.

I couldn’t go back to Morocco
without making a trek into the desert – maybe atop a camel or, if my
husband has a say, in a vintage Land
Rover. I’m envisioning sunset over
the dunes, a feast under the stars,
and a night in a bepillowed tent with
those tiny mirrors sewn into it.

make it happen

A guide is absolutely essential for this one – I’ll explore
Marrakech’s medina
medina,
where everything from saffron to silk is on offer and
rigorously trained artisans
sell rugs, brassware, silverwork, leatherwork, and
other treasures.

“I’d recommend a custom private itinerary, such as Artisans of Leisure’s 13-day artsand-crafts-focussed Morocco tour, with everything from zellij-making and calligraphy
lessons in Fez and an insider tour of Marrakech’s souks to a visit to a wood craftsman
in Essaouira and a stay at Kasbah Tamadot. Artisans of Leisure specialists cover a wide
array of specific interests, be they food, culture, or active adventure.”
– Peg Aikman, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Flower-Powered in

London

I’m obsessed – really obsessed – with flowers. I’ve always wanted to attend the prestigious RHS Chelsea
Flower Show, in one of my favourite cities. I subscribed to BritBox during the pandemic just so I could
binge-watch the UK gardening show Gardeners’ World. – Korena Bolding Sinnett, art director

THE DORCHESTER

SOUVENIR SHOPPING
AT LIBERTY LONDON

Wherever I travel,
stationery and table
linens always seem to
find their way into my
bag as mementoes. I’ll
be shopping at Liberty
for its signature floral
prints. And I can’t wait
to see the arrangements at the on-site
florist-to-the-royals,
Nikki Tibbles Wild
at Heart.

THE CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW

Typically held in May, the show is moving
to September (21 through 26) this year
for the first time in its 108-year history.
Celebrating autumn horticulture will surely
bring an exciting and different look to what
many consider the world’s most illustrious
floral event. Virtuoso’s on-site tour connection,
NoteWorthy, can secure tickets to exclusive
Flower Show events and arrange tours
with a horticulturalist.
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(CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW) KIRRILY MORRIS/ALAMY, (STATIONERY) COURTESY OF LIBERTY LONDON, (DUTCH MASTER ARRANGEMENT) COURTESY OF LONDON
FLOWER SCHOOL, (CHELSEA IN BLOOM) GUY BELL/ALAMY, (SPRING) LISA LINDER, (CAFÉ) VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, LONDON

Tiny sandwiches and tiers of beautiful
pastries are a British tradition I can’t
miss. The Dorchester’s specially themed
floral teatime is the perfect way to kick
off a flower-filled week in the city.

FALL COLOUR IN CHELSEA

Cadogan and the Royal Horticultural Society partner
to put on Chelsea in Bloom, an annual floral competition and London’s largest free flower festival, in
which neighbourhood restaurants, boutiques, and
hotels compete to outdo each other. Fittingly for a
Wanderlist, this year’s instalment (20 through 25
September) is themed “Extraordinary Voyages.”

DINNER AT SPRING

Chef Skye Gyngell creates innovative and beautiful dishes with an
emphasis on sustainable and seasonal offerings at her restaurant, Spring.
The dining space is located inside the New Wing at Somerset House,
London’s working arts and culture centre.

ART APPRECIATION AT THE
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM

FLORIST SCHOOL

I’d like to learn from the pros at
McQueens or the London Flower
School by taking a one-day floral design
class. I love learning new skills while
travelling that I’ll enjoy using at home.

make it happen

Viewing the V&A’s floral still life collection will
help inspire my own floral photography when I
return home. The Main Café is a masterpiece
in itself – a perfect spot for coffee and
notebook sketching.

“Flower-themed boutique hotels are in full bloom during the festival. The Egerton House
Hotel in Knightsbridge has a fragrant floral archway entry in celebration of the Chelsea Flower Show. Request a rose petal turndown service in one of the 28 individually
designed and famously eclectic rooms overlooking private gardens. Virtuoso guests
receive exclusive tickets to the V&A Museum, with access to the members’ lounge.”
– Jessica Avery, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Trekking in

Bhut an

Bhutan has always intrigued me. It would be the trip of a lifetime to hike its dramatic Himalayan valleys,
visit Tiger’s Nest monastery, share spicy food with locals, and – drumroll, please – hop across the country
via Six Senses’ five new eco-lodges. – Melanie Fowler, design director

HIKE THE SACRED PATH TO TIGER’S NEST

Located in Paro Valley, this iconic monastery sits perched
on the edge of a cliff. Set me up with a guide who will convey
Bhutan’s rich history and folklore as we hike the nearly
four-mile, moderate trail. (Legend has it that a Buddhist guru
arrived here on the back of a tigress.)

ATTEND A TSHECHU (RELIGIOUS FESTIVAL)

SCORE A BULL’S-EYE

Throughout Bhutan, villages stage traditional
archery tournaments,
which typically wrap up
with celebratory feasts.
I’m volunteering my son
for a private lesson and
possibly the chance to
participate in the country’s national sport, and
I’ll gladly cheer him on
from the sidelines.
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(TIGER’S NEST, FOOD, AND WEAVING) LAURYN ISHAK,
(DANCE) AJ HEATH/ALAMY, (ARCHERY) ROBERTHARDING/ALAMY

The festivals, staged in various locations throughout the country, are a Bhutan must-see. Thimphu
and Paro’s tshechus, the most popular, are held in
September or October and March or April, respectively, depending on the lunar calendar. Aside from
the colourful costumes and masks, I’m interested
in the storytelling and performances that
pass Bhutanese mythology from one
generation to another.

SIX SENSES BHUTAN

During the year leading up
to the pandemic, Six Senses
debuted five long-delayed
lodges in Thimphu, Punakha, Paro, Gangtey, and
Bumthang. Travellers can
stay at a single property or let
the company design four- to
ten-night multi-lodge tours,
with activities at each tailored
to their interests.

DIG INTO MOMO
AND EMA DATSHI

Momo (Bhutanese dumplings) come filled with meat,
cheese, and spices; ema
datshi, a stew of chillies and
cheese, is Bhutan’s national
dish – watch out for the spice
level! In Thimphu, I’ll visit
a couple of spots to try my
guide’s favourite renditions
of each.

SHOP FOR
TRADITIONAL TEXTILES

My home is filled with
souvenirs that remind me
of my family’s travels. For
this trip, I’m looking for
a woven yathra throw or
coveted kishuthara silk
piece to support Chumey
and Khoma weaving communities and add a splash
of colour – and some
of the country’s Gross
National Happiness – to
my home.

make it happen

“For a trip like this, having an expert tailor your experience is most
important; I use andBeyond Bhutan because I love their guides.
One of their 12-day trips, for example, includes visits to numerous
weaving centres, the hike to Tiger’s Nest, and time in the Tang
Valley to visit a sixteenth-century naktshang – a beautiful place for
religious studies and solitude, with a wonderful museum showcasing a noble Bhutanese family.”
– Ralph Iantosca, Virtuoso travel agency owner
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Whiskey Lover’s

Ireland

It all started with the go-to cocktail of my twenties: Jameson and ginger, please. Since
then, my taste for Irish whiskeys has expanded – and my home bar is a love letter to
this “water of life.” I want to visit some of the country’s best distilleries and learn more
about my favourite spirit. Throw in spectacular seaside vistas and overnights at grand
estates, and Ireland is sure to go down smooth. – Amy Cassell, digital content manager

DRIVE THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY

I’m dedicated to my mission, but it
can’t be all whiskey – so I’ll take one
day off. I’d love to road-trip down
the Wild Atlantic Way to the Cliffs of
Moher, about two hours’ drive from
Ashford Castle. Stretching for eight
kilometres, the verdant natural wonders are one of the country’s most
scenic attractions – and, I’ll admit it,
perfect for the ’gram.

A DUBLIN DISTILLERY CRAWL

In the mid-nineteenth century,
Ireland was the whiskey capital
of the world, but most distilleries
ceased production in the decades
that followed. There’s been a
renaissance recently, including
in Dublin, where the Liberties
neighbourhood is home to several
distilleries. On my list: Teeling
Whiskey, which, in 2015, was the
first new distillery to open in the
city in 125 years, and Pearse Lyons, on the grounds of a twelfthcentury church.

make it happen

A PROPER PUB BREAK

Everyone has that friend who’s
visited Dublin, only to return and
casually proclaim at happy hour,
“The Guinness just tastes better in
Ireland.” (Just me?) I need to test this
theory for myself, and a guided afternoon pub crawl to some of Dublin’s
most legendary watering holes – The
Brazen Head, The Temple Bar, Johnnie Fox’s – should do the trick.
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AUTHENTIC JAMESON EXPERIENCE

The Jameson Distillery on Dublin’s
Bow Street sounds a bit like Ireland’s adults-only Disney World (it’s
one of the country’s most visited
tourist attractions), so I’ll skip it in
favour of a drive to the more offthe-beaten-path Jameson Distillery
Midleton in County Cork.

“I’d reach out to my friends at Dream
Escape, a Virtuoso on-site connection
in Ireland, to set you up with one of their
guides. They have the contacts to arrange
exclusive tours and meetings (and maybe
even dinner and drinks) with owners of some
of the country’s best distilleries. They’ll also
handle the private cars and drivers as you
distillery-hop.”
– Catherine Parkin, Virtuoso travel advisor,

(CLIFFS OF MOHER) OLIMITPICTURES/GETTY IMAGES, (TEMPLE BAR AND DRINKS) RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR,
(ASHFORD CASTLE) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

ASHFORD CASTLE

When in Ireland, one must
spend the night in a castle.
County Mayo’s storybook,
83-room Ashford Castle will
do. Extra credit for sticking
to the theme: The sprawling,
800-year-old estate was once
the home of Benjamin Lee Guinness (yes, that Guinness).

Coastal

Calif ornia Road Trip

Unburdened by stringent itineraries, a road trip is the perfect excuse to slow
down and take it easy on holiday. And that’s exactly what I plan to do on my
scenic drive up the Pacific Coast Highway’s 740-kilometre stretch from Los
Angeles to San Francisco. – Veronica Rosalez, senior graphic designer

HAIL HOLLYWOOD AT
THE ACADEMY MUSEUM

After years of anticipation,
L.A.’s Academy Museum of
Motion Pictures will open its
doors in late September. The
museum’s collection features
Dorothy’s ruby slippers from
The Wizard of Oz, the sole
surviving full-scale model of
the shark from Jaws, and the
stop-motion-capture device
used for Jurassic Park. The
museum also offers the Oscars Experience, an immersive
simulation where guests can
feel the excitement of accepting the award. Best Animated
Feature? Don’t mind if I do.

THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL

For me, nothing says Old
Hollywood glamour quite like
the 210-room Beverly Hills
Hotel’s iconic banana-leaf
wallpaper. I’ll be staying in
one of the hotel’s historic
bungalows, whose guests
have included Marilyn Monroe and Charlie Chaplin.

(FUNK ZONE) LUIS GARCÍA, (WHALE) GETTY IMAGES, (RUBY SLIPPERS) JOSHUA WHITE/ACADEMY MUSEUM FOUNDATION,
(WALLPAPER) COURTESY OF BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL

WINING AND DINING IN SANTA BARBARA

I plan to take my time perusing the Funk Zone, Santa Barbara’s vibrant
neighbourhood of colourful murals, craft breweries, galleries, restaurants,
and artisan shops. The Funk Zone is also part of the city’s Urban Wine Trail,
which features 20-plus boutique tasting rooms (cellar doors).

POST RANCH INN

Post Ranch is a destination in and of itself. The
40-hectare, 40-room resort’s clifftop dwellings
and panoramic ocean
views have held a spot at
the top of my Wanderlist
for years. During my stay,
I’m looking forward to
a falconry lesson,
guided hikes, and stargazing sessions.

make it happen

CHANNEL ISLANDS
ADVENTURE

I’ve always wanted to
spend a day whalewatching, and I’ll get the
opportunity just an hour
off the coast of Santa
Barbara. With numerous whale species, the
Channel Islands are
considered one of the
best whale-watching
destinations in the world.
While there, I’ll also set off
on a kayak tour of Santa
Cruz Island’s expansive
sea caves.

“The Sonoma Coast is a hidden gem with artisanal cheesemakers; great seafood, oysters, and farm-to-table dining; and, of course, wine. I’d add an immersive farm-and-food
experience in Point Reyes designed by American Excursionist – my go-to Virtuoso onsite connection for bespoke itineraries throughout the U.S. – where you’d spend a day
with a local who has extensive experience in the organic food industry for a behind-thescenes tour of chefs’ favourite suppliers.” – Suzette Mack, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Equestrian Culture in

Argentina and Uruguay
From the back of a horse, I imagine looking out over plains of waving
pampas grass, hearing the thwack of a polo stick, and smelling asado
sizzling over a wood fire. – Samantha Falewée, assistant editor

THE VINES RESORT & SPA

Mendoza’s 21-room Vines
Resort & Spa at the base
of the Andes Mountains
offers several equine experiences. But first: dinner at
Siete Fuegos, from famed
fire-loving chef Francis
Mallmann, who oversees
dishes such as nine-hour,
slow-grilled rib-eye. The
outdoor, open-flame cooking has strong ties to roving
gaucho history.

make it happen
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SUNRISE PICNIC

On my last day in Argentina, I’ll saddle up
before dawn and go horseback riding with
gaucho trail bosses in Mendoza’s mountains. When
we reach a great viewpoint, we’ll break out traditional
yerba maté and breakfast, watching the sunrise light
up the country’s most famous wine region.

SIP URUGUAY’S BEST FULL-BODIED REDS

Vintner Alejandro Bulgheroni caused ripples in the
wine world when he opened Bodega Garzón –
a modern, no-expense-spared winery that produces heady tannats, pinot noirs, and other styles
(I’ll sip its grappa too, to soothe my sore postlesson muscles). The winery is located an hour’s
drive from José Ignacio, and the hardy vines benefit
from the salty tang of Atlantic Ocean winds.

“Gauchos are emblematic of Argentina and Uruguay: They’re fearless in the saddle, and
the ones I’ve met also like to have a good time. For one-of-a-kind experiences in this part
of South America, I think of Virtuoso’s on-site connection Mai10, based in Buenos Aires.
Founder and owner Maita Barrenechea has the local contacts and insider knowledge
needed to make the most memorable trips.” – Caroline Wallace, Virtuoso travel advisor

(HORSE) T-IMMAGINI/GETTY IMAGES, (WINE) COURTESY OF BODEGA GARZÓN, (YERBA MATÉ) ANGELO D’AMICO/GETTY IMAGES,
(FRANCIS MALLMANN) MICHAEL H. EVANS/SIETE FUEGOS

ESTANCIA VIK JOSÉ IGNACIO

For my home base, I’ll settle into
this 12-suite working estancia
that sprawls across 1,618 hectares
in southern Uruguay and head
to its polo field for a lesson in the
ancient sport (first recorded in the
sixth century BC). Vocab tip: Polo
matches are divided into sevenminute “chukkers” of playing time
to ensure the ponies stay fresh.
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MEET THE ARTISTS UPHOLDING GENERATIONS
OF HAWAIIAN TRADITION, BEAUTIFULLY.
BY MICHAEL SHAPIRO

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT
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HEN HOKULEA – A REPLICA OF THE KIND OF VOY-

aging canoe that ancient wayfarers sailed when they
discovered the Hawaiian Islands – arrived in Papeete
in 1976, it started a fire throughout Polynesia. The canoe had reached Tahiti from Hawaii without modern
instruments, navigating by the stars. It was a watershed cultural
moment. Sailors from Hawaii had relearned the nearly lost art of
stellar navigation to show that the discovery of thousands of islands
wasn’t dumb luck; it had been deliberate, achieved through courage,
ingenuity, and an intimate knowledge of the wind and currents, the
fish and birds, the stars. Hokulea’s success sparked the Hawaiian Renaissance, a wave of pride that reinvigorated other Polynesian cultural traditions, such as hula, weaving, taro farming – and even the
Hawaiian language, which had been on the verge of extinction.
In old Hawaii, material culture was “highly evolved because we
Maile Meyer at
had evolved leisure,” says Maile Meyer, owner of Na
MeaHawai‘i,
Hawai‘i, a
Na¯ Mea
the east
Honolulu shop, gallery, and gathering place. Blessed
withcoast
an abunof Oahu.
dance of resources – and therefore time – “Hawaiians made beautiful things,” Meyer says. “They displayed the highest level of mastery
and aesthetics.” Today, Na¯ Mea features contemporary work by island artists and makers who draw from ancient sources while moving their craft forward.
Meyer, herself a maker and Native Hawaiian, points out that what
makes a work “Hawaiian” these days isn’t necessarily the genealogy
of its maker or how strictly it hews to the past. It’s more about continuity, the transmission of knowledge down the generations through
kumu, or teachers, and about mastery. “It’s not Hawaiian if you
didn’t learn it from somebody who knew it from before,” she says.
Now, two generations since Hokulea’s first voyage, Hawaiian
traditions haven’t been this vibrant and diverse since perhaps the
nineteenth century. That’s true not only for ancient practices such
as lauhala weaving, surfboard shaping, and lei making, but also for
“Hawaiian” things that developed after the islands’ encounter with
the West: ukulele, woven hats, hand-sewn quilts. Whereas in the
past these arts might have been fading or kapu (sacred, and therefore
inaccessible), “the knowledge now is noa,” or accessible, Meyer says.
For visitors hoping to bring a piece of Hawaii home, there’s likely
never been a better time to connect with exceptional artists bridging the old and new. These Oahu-based artists represent a cross section of the resurgence of traditional Hawaiian arts.

“BLESSED WITH AN
ABUNDANCE OF
RESOURCES AND TIME,
ANCIENT HAWAIIANS
MADE BEAUTIFUL
THINGS. TODAY, ISLAND ARTISTS AND
MAKERS DRAW FROM
ANCIENT SOURCES
WHILE MOVING THEIR
CRAFT FORWARD.”

The Ka Iwi
coastline on
Oahu’s southeastern shore.
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LEI
ALOHA COMES FULL CIRCLE
MELEANA ESTES
GROWING UP ON KAUAI, MELEANA ESTES WAS IMMERSED

Meleana Estes
makes lei with
bougainvillea
and fern at her
grandmother’s
home in Manoa.

in the tradition of lei making. Her grandmother made beautiful haku
lei (think of them as flower crowns), which she had been taught to
craft by a master lei maker. When Estes’ family visited her tutu on
Oahu, she would be ready for them. “Every time she picked us up,
haku. Every Thanksgiving she would make each grandchild and auntie a haku. For every birthday, haku. Every paddling race, all my teammates would have a haku – that’s a lot of love.” At the time, says Estes,
she was too busy surfing to really appreciate it. “But now that I’m a
lei maker, I understand the gravity of it – it’s a huge amount of work.”
Those labours of love were also an unspoken transmission of culture. Lei have been an expression of aloha and respect in Polynesian
culture for centuries; in the past they were often given to alii (chiefs)
and bestowed on kii (images of deities). That tradition continues
today – statues of King Kamehameha I are festooned with lei on
11 June, the state holiday honoring the monarch who united the
Hawaiian Islands.
It wasn’t until Estes returned to Hawaii after attending New York
City’s Fashion Institute of Technology that she heard the call to
make lei. “I felt it was my kuleana [responsibility] to share this,” she
says. She started teaching workshops at various locations around
Oahu in 2015 (during the pandemic, she’s offered private classes
either in person or online). She makes all styles of lei, but like her
grandmother, she specialises in haku using the wili (to wind) style, in
which strands of raffia or twine are wound around flowers and ferns.
“I’m grateful for the beauty lei bring to everything,” Estes says.
“A lei completes the aloha, completes the moment.” While she admits she has a natural feel for colour, she’d be the first to say that
she’s only one of many artists making beautiful lei these days. “The
spirit of lei is so vibrant in Hawaii right now,” she says. “I’m lucky
to be a part of that.”
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SURFBOARDS
RIDING THE PLANK
TOM “POHAKU” STONE
DON’T CALL THE SPOT WHERE TOM POHAKU STONE

shapes surfboards a “workshop” – unless you consider a pair of
sawhorses under a guava tree in Kahaluu a workshop. Pohaku (Hawaiian for “stone”) has no need for a typical shaping bay. He uses
no foam or fibreglass, no gloves or respirators. Instead, he shapes
his boards from wood, by hand and eye, the way Hawaiians did
for centuries before Captain Cook observed hee nalu, or “wave
sliding,” in 1778. As technology progressed in the twentieth century, foam and fiberglass became the materials of choice, and the
wooden boards surfed in old Hawaii – six-metre-long olo ridden by
chiefs; mid-size alaia, the board of choice for everyday folk – disappeared. They were preserved as wall decorations or museum artefacts, but no one surfed them.
Now 70, Pohaku shaped his first traditional wooden board almost
30 years ago, when few were interested in reviving this lost art. Not
that he initially was, either: He did it for his father, who had made a
board for Pohaku when he was young – too young to appreciate it.
“He handcarved that thing – I watched him do every bit of it. In the
end I told him I hated it,” Pohaku recalls, shaking his head. “Later in
life you think, ‘Holy crap, what was I saying?’ ” So, in his late 40s, he
carved a similar board from memory and presented it to his father
“to let him know that I embraced his knowledge before he passed
away.” Pohaku would later learn that shaping wood boards was part
of his lineage – his father, his grandfather, his uncles.
Since then, he has shaped hundreds of boards. He uses the same
woods that Hawaiians did before contact with the West – balsalike
wiliwili, ulu (breadfruit), and beautiful but heavy koa – and cures
them using traditional techniques. But those woods are rare or expensive, so for collectors interested in a more affordable Hawaiian
board, Pohaku uses lightweight paulownia wood.
A word of caution for the intrepid wave rider who wishes to paddle
out on one of these boards: A finless wooden plank is not the easiest
thing to surf. It takes practice and finesse. But for those who dial it
in, it’s a sweet ride, Pohaku says. “Sometimes you want to glide instead of shred – to just feel it.”
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Tom Pohaku
Stone with a
finished board
and (bottom)
shaping a board
with his son,
who is learning
the craft.

A traditional
ulu (breadfruit)
pattern and
(below) Pat
Gorelangton
and her beautiful obsession.

“IN THE OLD DAYS,
HAWAIIAN QUILT
PATTERNS WERE
GUARDED AND
PASSED DOWN
THROUGH FAMILIES.”

QUILTS
STITCHES IN TIME
PAT GORELANGTON
WITH A BLENDED FAMILY OF THREE CHILDREN BORN

within three years of each other, Pat Gorelangton needed some
quiet alone time. She signed up for a quilting class at a craft store in
Kailua, started stitching, and never stopped. Thirty-five years later,
Gorelangton is one of the islands’ most prolific makers of Hawaiian
quilts. A queen-size quilt, which requires about 1,000 hours of handstitching, would take most artists a year to finish; Waikiki-based
Gorelangton estimates it takes her about three months. “I’m quilting eight to ten hours a day. It’s a passionate obsession or an obsessive passion,” she says, laughing. “My husband is very patient.”
Christian missionaries, who arrived in 1820, taught Hawaiian
women to sew using fabric, thread, and steel needles. Legend has it
that the first Hawaiian quilt design was serendipitous: A woman laid
some fabric under a breadfruit tree and noted the shadows its broad,
lobed leaves cast. She cut the design out of dark fabric and appliquéd
it to a lighter backing. That story might be apocryphal, but it speaks
to the motifs common to Hawaiian quilts: symmetrical patterns, especially of plants, that convey a connection to nature.
“In the old days, Hawaiian quilt patterns were guarded and passed
down through families,” Gorelangton says. These days, a quilter can
buy patterns in craft stores or trace them for free at the Wai‘anae Public Library on Oahu. Gorelangton studied with master quilter John
Serrao, who encouraged her to create her own patterns. Since she
started, Gorelangton estimates that she’s made close to 150 quilts.
Though Hawaiian quilts are works of art – Gorelangton’s have
been exhibited in Milan and are headed to Oxford’s Pitt Rivers Museum next year – they’re made to be used. They even come a little
broken in: Upon finishing a quilt, Gorelangton spends a night sleeping under it “so that my mana [spiritual energy] can pass from me to
the quilt and on to the owner,” she says. “I learned about that tradition many years ago. It’s like the quilt giving you a hug.”
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Joe Souza with
a Kanile‘a 2021
Platinum Edition
ukulele and
(right) instruments at the
company’s factory in Kaneohe.

UKULELE
HIGH NOTES
JOE SOUZA
LIKE MOST PUBLIC-SCHOOL KIDS IN HAWAII, JOE SOUZA

“WE FOLLOW
THE HAWAIIAN
PROVERB: HE ALII
KA AINA, HE KAUA
KE KANAKA – THE
LAND IS CHIEF,
THE PEOPLE ARE
ITS SERVANTS.”
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learned to play ukulele in the fourth grade. Most drop it after learning a few chords, but not Souza. He learned to play, then to build, and
went on to start one of the islands’ most successful manufacturers,
Kanile‘a ‘Ukulele, in a little factory in Kaneohe. That’s no small accomplishment given the number of superlative luthiers turning out
Hawaii’s indigenous stringed instrument, in a market lately buoyed
by a worldwide ukulele craze.
Souza’s kumu, Peter Bermudez, gave him free rein to explore possibilities. The result: innovative instruments that balance tone, playability, aesthetics, and sustainability in a way that’s made Kanile‘a
(Hawaiian for “joyful sound”) stand out in a “sea of uke brands,”
Souza says. Their quality has attracted some of the best players in
the island entertainment business and beyond, such as Willie K,
Sean Na‘auao, and Cas Haley.
The ukulele wasn’t always synonymous with Hawaiian music.
Descended from a Portuguese instrument that arrived in the islands in the late 1870s, it became established in Hawaiian culture
once King Kalakaua,
himself an accomplished musician, included
¯
it in royal performances.
Kanile‘a builds its instruments with a greater mission to care for
the land. “We follow the olelo noeau, the Hawaiian proverb: He alii ka
aina, he kaua ke kanaka,” says Souza. (The land is chief, the people
are its servants.) To that end, Kanile‘a is restoring forests on its private land on Hawaii Island, to protect the native species that provide
precious wood like koa and iliahi (sandalwood). Kanile‘a plants a koa
for every instrument it builds, with 25,000 trees in the ground so far,
“to make sure that a hundred years from now an ukulele can still be
built,” says Souza. “It’s the vehicle that allows us to do things that are
much bigger than us: to restore our forests, and to do what we see as
important to being Hawaiian, to who we are as a people.”

Oahu moments,
clockwise from top left:
Plumeria, Makapuu Beach,
pineapples in paradise,
the If Can, Can mai tai at
Four Seasons Resort Oahu
at Ko Olina,
a Kahaluu morning,
The Ritz-Carlton
Residences Waikiki Beach,
a shave ice, and
shade-seekers near
Waikiki Beach.
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WEAVING
PATHS INTERTWINED
IPOLANI VAUGHAN
A FORTUNATE MISFORTUNE LED IPOLANI VAUGHAN TO

weaving. Some of her friends were headed to Kona for a weaving
conference, and she tagged along. Inspired to try even though she’d
never woven before, Vaughan found herself, by accident, in an intermediate/advanced class. “I was totally lost and frustrated,” she says.
A woman overheard Vaughan talking herself through the struggle
in Hawaiian and sat down to guide her. While the pair conversed in
Hawaiian, an audience gathered to watch. “Come to find out she was
a master weaver, Lily Sugihara, very well known on the Big Island,”
recalls Vaughan. On her return to Oahu, she says, “I was led to my
kumu, and here I am today.”
That kumu was master weaver Aunty Gladys Grace, a renowned
figure in Hawaiian weaving, in particular of papale, or hats. Woven
hats are found throughout the Pacific, but, as with surfing, the art
reached its apotheosis in Hawaii. And like many traditional arts, it
was fading: A generation ago, there were only about ten papale masters left, including Aunty Gladys. Determined to keep the craft alive,
they resolved to make it noa, accessible to a new generation.
Aunty Gladys’ forte was anoni, a technique using two colours of
leaf plaited into complex patterns. “She must have seen something
in my hands,” Vaughan says, “because normally you had to make ten
papale before she let you do anoni. She let me do it on my second.”
Vaughan became a skilled hat maker, but “I wanted to do something
different,” she says. So she started covering things: water bottles,
then hat boxes, then more complex things, like footstools, inventing new approaches to weave onto these odd shapes. While she still
makes papale, she’s known mostly for covering unusual shapes, especially large containers – not only hat boxes, but cases for travel.
Now Vaughan is teaching the next generation. But, she says, her
students won’t learn to make anoni papale until they make ten hats.
“I’m going to carry on what my kumu instilled in me,” she says.
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DETERMINED
TO KEEP THE
CRAFT ALIVE,
THE MASTER
WEAVERS
RESOLVED TO
MAKE IT ACCESSIBLE TO A NEW
GENERATION.

Ipolani Vaughan (in
yellow) with a student
and (top) Vaughan’s
handiwork on display.

Oahu
IMmersion
WHERE TO STAY AND HOW TO CONNECT
WITH THE ISLAND’S ARTISAN TRADITIONS.

GO Virtuoso’s on-site

Golden hour
at the Four
Seasons
Resort Oahu
at Ko Olina
and (right) a
Niihau shell
necklace
¯ Mea
at Na
Hawai‘i.

tour connection in
Hawaii, Luxe Travel
Hawaii, can work
with travel advisors to
organise custom tours
centred around Hawaiian arts and traditions.

STAY The 552-room RitzCarlton Residences,
Waikiki Beach is packed
with features that help
families – or anyone on
an extended Hawaiian
sojourn – feel at home:
in-room kitchens, washers and dryers, and an
on-site Dean & DeLuca
market for grab-andgo dining. The hotel
is partnering with the
Hawaiian Legacy Reforestation Initiative as
part of the new Malama
Hawaii programme,
which allows travellers
to care for (malama) the
community, in this case
through donating to or
participating in reforestation efforts on Oahu.
Accommodations include early check-in and
late checkout, breakfast
daily, Honolulu Museum
of Art access, and a
$130 hotel credit.

At Four Seasons Resort
Oahu at Ko Olina on
Oahu’s rugged western
coast, guests can learn
lei-making, weaving, ukulele-playing, and more
as part of the hotel’s
Wayfinders programme.
The 370-room property
is close to, but just far
enough from, Waikiki’s
bustle, with thoughtful
(and playful) touches
ranging from traditional
open-ocean navigation
excursions with local
guides to mai tais served
in Spam cans. Accommodations include
breakfast daily and a
$130 resort credit.

SHOP Shop for Hawaiianmade art, crafts, and
more at Maile Meyer’s
¯ Mea Hawai‘i gallery
Na
and store in Honolulu.
nameahawaii.com.
Commission a lei (haku
lei start at $97) or
inquire about a private
workshop with Meleana
Estes. meleana.com.
Proceeds from Tom Pohaku Stone’s HawaiiBC
(the “BC” is for “before

Cook”) surfboards go
to his nonprofit, Kanalu,
which supports cultural
education and ocean
safety. Boards start at
$970, but can range up
to more than $38,000
for larger native-wood
models. hawaiibc.com.
A 115-by-115-centimetre
Pat Gorelangton quilted wall hanging costs
around $1,3000; queenand king-size quilts
range up to $7,100.
@hawaiianquiltsbypat.
Buy or commission
a woven creation by
Ipolani Vaughan, or
sign up for a private
weaving class or workshop with her. Covered
water bottles start at
$75, and custom hats
at $300. @ipolani
vaughan.
Visit Kanile‘a ‘Ukulele’s storefront at
the Windward Mall in
Kaneohe to shop for
instruments (starting
at $140) or commission a custom uke for
upwards of five figures.
kanileaukulele.com.
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Gallery

BLUE HEAVEN
A PAINTERLY VIEW OF A LEGENDARY GARDEN.

Jardin Majorelle
Fine-art print from a watercolour original.

Devon, UK-based painter, illustrator, and designer Rosie Harbottle looks to her travels – especially to gardens she encounters along
the way – to inspire her work. “In Marrakech, I keep going back to Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé’s incredible Jardin Majorelle for
its history, intrigue, and design,” she says. “If you visit before the crowds, it’s also a wonderful place of calm in an otherwise bustling
city.” Prints available at rosieharbottle.com. @rosieharbottle
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THE WORLD
AWAITS
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISORS MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DREAMS REALITY.

Personal connections and access to a network of the world’s best travel companies give Virtuoso
travel advisors the power to deliver your dreams – customised just for you. And the peace of
mind that comes with knowing an expert has your back is more essential now than ever before.
Connect with a travel advisor at virtuoso.com.

Your trusted travel resource.
Virtuoso travel advisors customise each trip with extras and
perks, and act as your advocates every step of the way.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO.

